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Julie Pike
Editor-in-Chief
In the past week the topic of ethical dilemmas has come up in not only
my work at the Free Press, but in my
courses and in my research for the Undergraduate Research Opportunity Program (UROP).
Whenever this topic comes up, it’s
followed by a whole slew of questions,
trying to figure out if something is ethical or not. What’s tricky with ethics is
that there’s often no one answer.
Ethics are not rules, but are moral
principles that often guide an individual’s behavior or actions. Having a code
of ethics, which many organizations do,
provides a set of standards to help guide
individuals through tricky ethical situations.
The Society of Professional Journalists (SPJ) has a code of ethics that is
followed by many news organizations
across the country, including us here at
the Free Press. The code focuses on the
four major roles of journalists: to seek
truth and report it, minimize harm, act
independently and be accountable and
transparent.
I’ve found that first two areas, to seek
truth and report it and to minimize harm,
can be conflicting. What if you have
uncovered something that should be reported to the public, but may cause harm
or backlash to others?
Under the minimize harm section of
the code of ethics, SPJ says that “ethical journalism treats sources, subjects,
colleagues and members of the public
as human beings deserving of respect.”
The seek truth and report it section of
the code says that “Ethical journalism
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Facing ethical
dilemmas
should be accurate and fair. Journalists should be honest and courageous
in gathering, reporting and interpreting
information.”
What’s hard to figure out is whether
reporting the truth should take precedence to minimizing harm. While the
SPJ lists seek truth and report it as the
first point in the code of ethics, we don’t
know if that was meant to imply that it is
the most important point to follow.
I run into these issues when deciding
what stories to cover at the Free Press.
We as journalists have to ask ourselves
these questions before moving forward
with a story, to ensure that we are following this code of ethics.
It’s especially tricky for a newspaper
that’s connected to a university. We are
actively involved in our community and
have great relationships with faculty,
administration and students. We don’t
want to do anything to hurt that, but we
also have the responsibility to report the
truth to our community.
The SPJ code of ethics also says that
journalists should “Balance the public’s
need for information against potential
harm or discomfort.”
I would approach this difficult decision case by case, weighing the outcomes of reporting the truth, with the
harm it may cause, if any. The best option, if possible, is to find a way to balance those two. How can we go about
reporting the truth while also minimizing harm?
The topic of ethical dilemmas also
came up during my monthly meeting
for UROP. In my research project I’m
focusing on the independence of student newspapers at public universities in
New England. I want to find out what

level of independence these publications have when it comes to the content
they publish, as most have a direct connection to their school. I’m doing this
research to create a universal guideline
for student newspapers to help them ensure that their paper will have full editorial independence, upholding the right to
freedom of the press.
At this monthly meeting, each of the
students involved in UROP were asked
to consider what kind of ethical dilemmas they might face during their research.
In answering this question I was unsure of whether to follow the guidelines
of the SPJ, as my research does relate
to journalism. Otherwise, I would just
have to use my own judgement when
it comes to ethics. My main concern in
this research project, if I followed SPJ’s
code, is to minimize harm. On the one
hand I want to help student publications become more independent from
their university, but I also don’t want to
create a bad relationship between a university and its student newspaper. These
are outcomes I must consider as I move
forward with my research, so I can work
to figure out a good balance.
Ethics is often subjective, one person
may approach a situation differently
from another. The SPJ code exists to try
and help journalists navigate those situations to the best of their ability.
I always mention how, as student journalists, we at the Free Press come across
many different learning opportunities
throughout our work, and facing ethical
dilemmas is one of them. Through our
experience, we can learn how to better
handle those tough situations in the future and become a better judge of ethics.
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Pop up courses offer ways to respond to current events
Short classes for students to earn one or one and a half credits
Melissa Fraser
Staff Writer
Academic programs are not generally designed to respond to breaking news but in the
last few years USM has found a way to allow
students to learn in real time about current
events through pop-up courses.
Unlike typical fifteen week courses, students won’t find these classes advertised in
a course catalog. Pop-up courses emerge in a
response to current events they are marketed
to students through email and social media.
Springing up one time only, the courses are
offered on a pass/fail basis for either one or
one-half credit. Student are required to enroll through MaineStreet and are limited to a
maximum total of three credits in the form of
pop-up courses.
To create a pop-up course, faculty members
are required to complete an application that
explains the learning objectives and goals of
the course. That application is then reviewed
and approved by the committee of faculty and
deans within the college. This official policy
ensures that learning objectives and the ac-

tivities of the course merit the credit earned,
as explained by Julien Murphy, Associate
Dean of USM’s College of Arts, Humanities
and Social Sciences (CAHS) and Professor of
Philosophy.
Social justice pop-up courses came to be
at USM on a three-year educational grant
awarded from the National Education Association (NEA) to the USM chapter of the Associated Faculties of the Universities of Maine
(AFUM), a faculty union across the University of Maine System (UMS).
Susan Feiner, former President of the USM
chapter of AFUM, and Julie Ziffer, Vice President, were awarded the NEA grant to organize
and offer a series of social justice courses,
including short pop-up courses. All pop-up
courses within the social justice minor are fully funded by the grant, meaning that students
can enroll for free. Course offerings include
subject matters such as sociology, economics
and women and gender studies.
Feiner retired from USM in July but remained involved with the USM community
through her work with the Frances Perkins

“It’s a way of bending or making flexible the
boundaries of the course experience. It allows a concentrated, innovative, engaged academic experience.”

- Julien Murphy
Associate Dean of the College of Arts,
Humanities and Social Sciences

Initiative of Social Justice Education. Most
recently, she created a pop-up course that offered one course credit to students who wanted to travel by bus to Washington D.C. during the heavily protested confirmation of now
Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of the
US, Brett Kavanaugh.
After the pop-up course was publicized
via social media it was withdrawn by USM
President Glenn Cummings, who said that the
course was not authorized through the proper
channels. In an article Feiner wrote for the
Press Herald, she admitted that the application
process was incomplete when the course was
initially advertised to students. Frenier has
since been barred from teaching at the university.
Due to this, pop-up courses provided by
the Frances Perkins Initiative for Social Justice Education are currently suspended and all
public information is temporarily unavailable
while the project is under review, as stated on
the website.
The participation requirements for pop-up
courses under the social justice minor can
vary and typically involve attending a specific
social justice event. One of the courses offered
this past September was titled Uncovering
Black History in Maine, co-taught by Dr. Nathan Hamilton and Dr. Eve Raimon. According to the USM website, the course requirements were to attend two events, three class
meetings, and one full day in Portland. The
students engaged with black history in Maine

through exposure to the landscape, ecofacts
and artifacts of Malaga Island and the Black
Freedom Trail.
Pop-up courses are not exclusive to the social justice program. USM’s College of Arts,
Humanities and Social Sciences has been offering pop-up courses since the fall semester
of 2017. Their objective is to offer credit-bearing student engagement projects on specific
topics of student interests.
Murphy co-taught a pop-up course during
the fall of 2017 on International Peace Day.
The course brought students together in an
instructed yet informal way to meet and discuss peace consciousness on campus and in
the world.
Murphy finds this particular style of learning to be beneficial for both students and faculty. “It’s a way of bending or making flexible the boundaries of the course experience.
It allows a concentrated, innovative, engaged
academic experience,” she said.
According to Murphy, the key to continued growth of pop-ups at USM is student involvement. One of the unique aspects of these
courses is that they can be proposed by students. If a student finds a particular topic to be
of interest they can approach a faculty member and propose the idea of a pop-up course.
These courses are interdisciplinary, open to
everyone and give students the opportunity to
learn about topics that may be outside of their
major.

News
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Showing support for domestic violence in October
USM groups working to provide resources and care for those affected
Julie Pike
Editor-in-Chief
This past month USM and members of
the local community have been showing
support and spreading awareness for domestic violence.
Going back to 1981, the National Coalition Against Domestic Violence started
a “Day of Unity” to help unite and connect those combating domestic violence,
according to the Association of Junior
Leagues International (AJLI). The day
evolved into a national month to spread
awareness on the issues of domestic violence. It’s seen as an opportunity to show
support for those experiencing domestic
violence as well as a way to connect those
who work to end domestic violence across
the country, the ALJI said on their website.
At USM the Huskies for Reproductive
Health along with the Campus Safety Project is hosting a vigil on Oct. 29, to honor
those who have been lost to domestic violence, as well as survivors. The event will
take place on the lawn between Luther
Bonney and Payson-Smith in Portland,
from 6:45 to 8 p.m. They will provide
candles to those in attendance, talk about
support service options both on and off
campus, have a moment of silence as well
as scheduled speakers.
Sarah Gordon, the Project Coordinator

for the Campus Safety Project has been actively involved in initiatives for Domestic
Violence Awareness Month this year. She
collaborated with USM Athletics to host
two games, including women’s soccer and
field hockey, over the Homecoming weekend, where the USM athletes wore purple.
The Campus Safety Project also tabled and
shared resources at these games, according
to Sarah Holmes, Deputy Title IX Coordinator at USM.
The Annual Security Report from USM
Public Safety covering 2015 to 2017 shows
that there were two reports of domestic
violence in 2017 on the Gorham campus.
In 2016, three reports of domestic violence
were reported on non-campus property in
both Portland and Lewiston/Auburn.
The Maine Coalition to End Domestic
Violence (MCEDV) reported that a domestic violence assault is reported every 1 hour
and 52 minutes in Maine. MCEDV also reported that each year in Maine domestic
violence accounts for approximately half
of the assaults reported to law enforcement. In 2016, domestic violence assaults
comprised 45.3 percent of the total assaults
reported. However MCEDV also mentions
that nationally only about half of domestic
violence crimes are reported to police.
Across the United States, one in four
women and one in seven men has experienced severe physical violence by an intimate partner in their lifetime, according

Photo courtesy of Huskies for Reproductive Health

to MCEDV. Forty-four percent of lesbian
women, 61 percent of bisexual women,
and 35 percent of heterosexual women experienced rape, physical violence and/or
stalking by an intimate partner in their lifetime, the statistics from MCEDV reported.
Twenty-six percent of gay men, 37 percent
of bisexual men, and 29 percent of heterosexual men experienced rape, physical violence and/or stalking by an intimate partner
at some point in their lifetime.
Holmes said that the best resources for
members of the USM community includes
USM Counseling Services; Through These
Doors, a domestic violence resource center helping victims and survivors in Cumberland County, Maine; Safe Voices, a
nonprofit that provides support services
for victims of domestic violence in Androscoggin, Franklin and Oxford counties;
and a 24 hour statewide helpline for Maine,
1-866-834-HELP. Holmes also provides
support for students affected by interpersonal violence and can help them navigate
systems at USM, she said.

In Maine
A domestic violence
assault is reported
every 1 hour and 52
minutes
In 2016, domestic
violence assaults
comprised 45.3 percent
of the total assaults
reported.
In the U.S.
One in four women and
one in seven men has
experienced severe
physical violence by a
partner in their lifetime
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Maine governor candidates address college affordibilitty
Caron supports free public education, Hayes and Mills support lowering costs
Valerie Kazarian
Staff Writer
The four candidates running governor in
Maine were asked for their opinions on offering free universal tuition to college students. Governors in each state influence, either by proposing or by vetoing proposals,
the educational policies within each state.
All four gubernatorial candidates were
asked for comment and three responded,
including Alan Caron (I), Terry Hayes (I)
and Janet Mills (D). Shawn Moody (R) did
not respond to several requests for comment.

Photo courtesy of Troy Bennett/
Bangor Daily News
Alan Caron, 67, Independent candidate
from Lewiston.

“My goal is to move
us toward expanding
free public education
from preschool to two
years of post-high
school training and
college.”
- Alan Caron
Independent Candidate

served as Maine’s State Treasurer.
“Free tuition is a misnomer (sic),” said
Hayes in an email. “I’m not in favor of universal free college tuition.” Instead of free
tuition, Hayes said that she would rather
lower college costs and debt.
“For example,” she says, “we should not
be providing remediation at the college
level when it is most expensive. Our adult
education programs are a better, more affordable source for this work with learners.” She said, “The institution of higher
learning should be required to provide every enrolled student borrower a disclosure
of the likely costs of the degree program
the borrower is participating in.” She also
supports the Opportunity Maine tax credit

was eleven, her father was killed in an accident and she was, along with her five siblings, raised by family members.
Knowing that she wanted to go to college, Hayes earned the tuition needed to
pay tuition to the McAuley School in Portland and through Bowdoin College. She
worked in public schools in adult education and volunteered as a guardian ad litem
(GAL). According to Maine’s government
web page, “A GAL is a person appointed
by the court to gather information and prepare recommendations concerning children
involved in some family matters and child
protection cases. The GAL’s job is to help
the court determine what is in the best interest of the child.”
Hayes has served on the local school
Photo courtesy of Troy Bennett/
board in Bucksfield and served in the state
Bangor Daily News
legislature including time as the Assistant
Janet
Mills,
70,
Democratic
candidate
Minority Leader. Since 2015 Hayes has

Alan Caron, 67, is a native of Lewiston
and running as an Independent. He has a
long and diverse background as a community organizer in the state, has earned a
master’s degree from Harvard’s Kennedy
School of Public Policy and is, according
to the Portland Press Herald, considered the
go-to political strategist in southern Maine.
Caron has a proposed education policy that
centers on free public education.
“My goal is to move us toward expanding free public education from preschool
to two years of post-high school training
and college,” he said in an email. “We can
do that by providing no-interest loans to
student on the condition that they stay in
Maine after graduation and help us build
the future.”
Also running as an Independent is Theresa “Terry” Hayes, 60, who was born in
Portland and raised in the city’s StroudwaPhoto courtesy of Troy Bennett/
ter neighborhood. She had a challenging
Bangor Daily News
childhood beginning when her mother was
placed in Augusta Mental Health Institute Terry Hayes, 60, Independent candidate
when Hayes was eight years old. When she from Portland.

“I believe every student who is eligable
to attend a public university or community
college should be able
to do so without having to amass a mountain of debt.”
- Janet Mills
Democratic Nominee
to attend a public university or community
college should be able to do so without
having to amass a mountain of debt,” Mills
said in an email. “Maine has worked hard
to control costs but there is more we must
do to make higher education less expensive
at the outset – like expanding early college programs and providing support for
students to complete programs on time.”
She said she supports programs existing in
Maine including expansion of the Maine
State Grant program and other scholarship
programs, internships and apprenticeships
with the goal of avoiding debt. “I am open
to all ideas for making college affordable
while maintaining excellent quality at all
level of the system,” Mills said.

from Farmington.

for Maine graduates.
Janet Mills, 70, is a native of Farmington and is running as the Democratic candidate. Mills graduated from Farmington
High School and went on to the University
of Massachusetts Boston where she earned
her B.A. She returned to Maine to earn her
J.D. degree from the University of Maine
School of Law where she was the editor of
the Maine Law Review. Mills has served as
the Assistant Attorney General and District
Attorney for Androscoggin, Franklin and
Oxford counties and was the first woman
district attorney in New England. Her experience includes serving in the Maine
Photo courtesy of Troy Bennett/
State Legislature and an unsuccessful run
for U. S. Congress in 1994. In 1994 Mills
Bangor Daily News
was elected to the board of directors of the
Shawn Moody, Republican candidate
Maine Women’s Lobby.
“I believe every student who is eligible from Gorham.
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Student government provides funds for textbooks
Textbook on reserves program expanded to include 200 level courses
Nicholas Schleh
Staff Writer
USM’s student senate and student body
president are helping students combat the
high costs of textbooks. The Student Senate
and student body president, Katelyn Seavey,
split the cost of $6,800 to ensure that every
first and second year textbook could be made
available to students who may not be able to
afford them.

sors have to update their textbooks every now
and then, so the textbooks for different classes
are changing, therefore, we have to pay to update the books. We do not want to run into an
issue down the road by not updating the textbooks on reserve.”
The Huffington Post reported that there has
been an 812 percent increase in textbook prices since 1978 and the rise in prices for textbooks has exceeded the 559 percent increase
in the cost for tuition and fees. the National
Association of College Stores found that the

“College is expensive enough as it is. Textbooks can add
another heavy burden to student finances. I believe
students should never have to choose between buying
their books and other necessities in life.”

- Katelyn Seavey
Student Body President

“Any student can go to the library and rent
out the textbooks on reserve for a few hours,”
Seavey said.
Previously, first year students could find
textbooks for their 100 level courses at the library. The expansion of the program, led by
Seavey and the Student Senate, now includes
textbooks for 200 level courses as well, to ensure that USM offers an affordable education.
The decision was voted on by the student
senate on September 21.
“The Senate did vote on this and it was
passed with the agreement that I fund half of it
to be able to expand the program to all of the
200 level textbooks,” said Seavey., “Profes-

average college student will spend $655 each
year of their higher education on textbooks
alone. With certain textbooks in the STEM
fields costing up to $300 a piece, that yearly
cost is much higher for some students. One
of the main reasons for this exponential rate
of growth for textbook prices is a constantly
updating editions with little changes made and
digital access codes that expire after the allotted amount of time, reported the New York
Times.
“College is expensive enough as it is,” said
Seavey. “Textbooks can add another heavy
burden to student finances. I believe students

Katelyn Rice / Staff Photographer
The Glickman Library has textbooks on reserves for any 100 or 200 level courses at USM.
The textbooks can be rented out for two hours within the library.

should never have to choose between buying
their textbooks and other necessities in life.”
The expansion of the program was a premeditated decision that has been in the works
for a few months now, Seavey said.
“Chairwoman Varney and I had our sights
set on this goal during the summer. We felt really passionately about keeping this program
going and expanding it. It was a great way to
help students,” she said.
The textbook reserve program has the latest

versions of each required text, so that students
and their professors can be on the same page
when it comes to assignments and readings.
Students can rent textbooks within the first
floor of the Glickman Library, at the help desk.
Students may use the textbooks for two hours
within the library and can request for a longer time if needed. The Librarians commented
that it would be easier to ask when students
weren’t renting textbooks.
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Campus Kitchen Project brought to USM

Students providing meals to local recepients by partnering with Sodexo
Hailey Wood
Staff Writer
Student Body President Katelyn Seavey,
working together with Cheryl Laz, a sociology professor, brought the Campus Kitchens Project, which helps provide meals to
those who are food insecure, to USM.
Seavey was inspired to bring the project
to USM after hearing Alex Moore speak at
the Maine Hunger Dialogue in Presque Isle
a year ago. He was so inspirational, Seavey
said, “you just want to do something right
away.” All the resources she needed to start
the program were at the conference, so she
started making her plans. Seavey sees the
project as, “a new way to look at fighting
hunger.”
As Seavey was working to start the program at USM, Laz was also in the midst
of working on the project with some of her
students. Neither of them knew that the
other had been working on the same thing
until their coordinator from the Campus
Kitchens Project, Alex Peterson, put them
in contact with each other.

“They have really
lead the effort with
their team from the
school’s side and we
have truly appreciated this opportunity
to work with them to
provide a valuable
service to our
community.”
- Tadd Stone
General Manager, Sodexo
Laz serves as the faculty advisor and
works alongside the students with all of
their activities as they work, to help them
construct a leadership team and get operations off the ground.
The Campus Kitchens Project is a nationwide program that can be brought to
different schools through the hard work of
students. They provide meals to chosen recipients who are food insecure. The parent

organization of the program is DC Central
Kitchen and their staff in Washington D.C.
has been providing support to every step of
the way to make the project possible here at
USM, Seavey said.
The Campus Kitchens Project has partnered with Sodexo for assistance and supplies to be able to cook weekly meals.
“We provide culinary insight, training,
supplies and work alongside the team to
help them produce meals on a weekly basis,” Tadd Stone, general manager for Sodexo said. Sodexo also provides them with
any useable food that would have otherwise
been wasted. They have strict guidelines on
what extra food can and cannot be used.
“Food that was put out on a buffet can’t
be used because we have no way of telling
what that food has been exposed to,” said
Seavey.
The recipient of the Campus Kitchen
Project at USM is the Boy’s and Girl’s
Club of America in the Greater Portland
area. Each week those volunteering for the
project cook meals for approximately 150
students from the ages six to 18.
“We work with them to identify items in
our facility that are overstocked or overproduced. We donate those items to them and
provide culinary oversight as they work
alongside our culinarians in our kitchen to
produce the meals,” Stone said. “In addition,” he added, “We will continue to work
with them to fill their pantry that they work
from and provide insight into dishes that
they would like to produce.”
Laz said that handling some of the meals
for the Boy’s and Girl’s Club can free up
their resources so that they can do even
more things for their members.
“It really is a model of, sort of, finding
opportunities where other people would
have seen problems like too much waste
or leftover food and seeing those as opportunities as opposed to just problems,” said
Laz. She added that they have more ideas
on how to expand and serve food to even
more people.
USM is the first Maine college to participate in the Campus Kitchen Project. As a
team they were able to raise $7,000 through
a fellowship and a video grant competition.
Seavey hopes that other students see this
and believe that they can also take action
for what they believe in.
“We have not yet decided what we want
to do for our program, but we would like to
expand the program as we move forward,”
Seavey said. So far the group is made up of
about twenty different students who have
been involved with the project and are cur-

Noli French / Staff Photographer
Sodexo provides students with materials and space to cook meals each week.

Noli French / Staff Photographer
USM students volunteering their time to make weekly meals for the Boys & Girls
Club of Greater Portland.

rently looking for more volunteers.
Stone said that he admires the effort of
Seavey in Laz and their work for the project.
“They have really lead the effort with
their team from the school’s side and we
have truly appreciated this opportunity
to work with them to provide a valuable
service to our community,” he said. “The

program compliments the great work that
is being done on the Portland campus with
the food recovery cooler, food pantry and
the Food Security Coalition.”
If you would like to get involved with the
Campus Kitchen Project, Katelyn Seavey
can be contacted at katelyn.seavey@maine.
edu.
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Review of USM Department of Theatre’s Tartuffe

A theatrical comedy with a twist from French playwright, Moliere
Jacob Forbes
Staff Writer
Any theater that you attend most likely subscribes to a common practice: Simultaneously
presenting new works and also re-setting older works to make sure they stand the test of
contemporary relevance. Shakespeare, Brecht
and Ibsen are still performed today and still
enjoyed by many, partly because of contemporary acting companies and directors et. al.
who are doing the difficult task of presenting
dated plots and characters not as timeless, but
timely.
The immediate problem with the Department of Theatre’s production of Tartuffe is that
the re-imaging of the play into “the middle
of the last century” fails at doing any sort of
justice to the timely nature of Molière’s biting social commentary. In fact, the symbols of
the 1950’s have been used, as they have often
been used in the past, to becloud and detract
from what is most ironic, complex or uncomfortable about the play.
Instead of 17th century middle-class Europeans, the USM production has produced
stock 1950’s types for the stage. The whole
play takes place in the home of a family,
headed by the patriarch Orgon, played by Col-

lin Young, who is a cross between an English
gentleman and an American dad. There is a
leather jacketed, rough-edged youth, straight
out of 1978’s Grease, played by Aaron Verrill,
named Damis and brother of Orgon. Orgon’s
daughter Mariane, a central axis in the play’s
plot, could also be right out of Grease as an
innocent Sandy type. It is impossible to forget
the other brother named Cleante, played by
Dominic Fazio, who I suppose with his “hip”
outfit and beret would be a beat poet. He even
remembers to bring his bongos home in the
first act to accompany his monologues. Last
and certainly not least is the central antagonist Tartuffe, played by Drew Masse, who is
outfitted to be a Southern-style preacher and
sermonizes like a televangelist.
With all these character tropes in action, it
is hard for viewer to even get into the play.
So much is already being fogged-up by using these references to our American past. But
reference is perhaps too kind of a word. What
is most distressing is not just how silly or reductive these references are, but that they are
not even close to the most relevant recontextualization that one could use. If you are going
to try and reinterpret a 17th century French
play for an audience in 2018, then do so with
contemporary character types. The greaser,
the pink-petticoated girl, the beat poet and

Berkeley Elias / Lead Photographer

the southern preacher are so overused as to be
banal. Their use in this plot thus thwart any
critical undertaking from the audience or the
actor. Indeed, what we are left with is a room
full of actors that are trying their best to be a
vague caricature.
If you are about to interject about the important role of caricature in theater, especially comedic theater, then I would point out that the
greaser and the southern preacher are not relevant or useful caricatures for 2018. They are
caricatures being impersonated on stage by actors who have never met a beat poet, seen Elvis on live television, or known anything close
to what life in the 1950’s could be called to
be “like.” This is not to the actors’ detriment.
They just grew up in whatever time was given
to them. But to be twice removed from the material, first by the 17th century play then by the
1950’s “re-imaging” and then to attempting to
interpret it is folly waiting to happen.
It is not just to the actor’s detriment when
such tropes are used. Audience members are
not even given the opportunity to probe characters when they are presented as pop culture
“facts.” If one wants to honestly delve into a
certain period of history it is important to be
realistic about the complexity of an era, and
not just settle for references to cinematic history. The various ideas or concepts that get

presented through movies like Grease or even
Hair present compelling, but ultimately reductive narratives and people.
A surprising result of the heavy use of dated
character types was that the actors without so
much built-in pop-cultural baggage, namely
Mariah Larocque as Elmire, the wife of Orgon
and Emily Grotz as Dorine the family maid,
were able to carry the play with their performances. Ms. Larocque and Ms. Grotz were
able to focus their efforts on the most important part of the play, the dialogue, and bring it
to theatrical life with their ease of command
over the rhyming couplets and their physical
ease on stage.
With false piety amuck in our contemporary
American culture - and I include the non-religious, liberal, conservative and the somnolent in this assessment – Moliére’s Tartuffe
had great potential in the hands of a college
theatre department. Unfortunately, the energy
and honesty it requires to take a serious assessment of where we actually are now and not 60
years ago, did not come to fruition. The false
beards on the false idols of our times will remain undisturbed in the realm of theater, for
now.

Berkeley Elias / Lead Photographer

USM’s Department of Theatre put on the production of Tartuffe last week, a theatricl USM students Collin Young (left) who plays Orgon, Drew Masse (center) who plays Tartuffe,
comedy by Moliere, a French playwright.
and Aaron Verrill (right) who plays Damis, performing last Wednesday.
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Public art projects connect campus and community
Artist-in-residence program produces local art displays
Zoe Bernardi
Staff Writer
In the past few years public art projects from USM have
explayed works of art across both campuses and the local
community, from buoys painted to represent flags from every
country that hangs in Woodbury food court, the tall table and
chairs in Hannaford Hall to the large painted mural outside of
Amato’s that represents the town of Gorham. These public art
projects go back to 1986, when the Artist-in-Residence (AIR)
program was created.
“The Artist-in-Residence is expected to create a project that
will engage with the campus and greater community; give one
public presentation; be available for discussions with faculty
and students; and teach,” as stated on the USM Art Department’s webpage.
The program is supported by the Percent for Art Projects,
a program mandated through the state of Maine, that allows
funding for these art projects and is placed in the budget when
new buildings are placed on campus and in town. Meaning that
everytime a new building is created a portion of the fund to
build go towards Percent for Art Projects and therefore allows
new art to be made.

partment website stated.“The Artist-in-Residence is expected
to create a project that will engage with the campus and greater
community; give one public presentation; be available for discussions with faculty and students; and teach approximately
6-10 students as a class and/or supervise a similar number of
students independently on a directed project.”
The most recent art project was done in the Fall of 2016,a
mural that is currently located in the Bayside neighborhood of
Portland, by artist Muhsana Ali. As stated online, “Ali is an
internationally- recognized artist based in Senegal who works
in many media to create conceptual community-centered art.”
Ali described her mural online as, “The spiral design represents the common origin of all of humanity and the ways
in which we spiral out from, or back into that center. The
footprints, which I collected from the mural participants, are
placed in various directions along the center of that spiral path.
All of these elements glow together in one amazing, balanced
and harmonious form like an evolved human family.”
Ali got help from more than one hundred USM students
as well as many Gorham and Portland community members,
who were involved by making small glass paintings. Ali used
combined paintings along with other materials such as mirror,
tiles and ceramic pieces, and put them together using a multi
colored concrete and sand mixture.
Berkeley Elias / Lead Photographer
A large mural depicting the town of Gorham resides outside
of Amatos at the intersection of South St. and Main St.

sometimes their projects are purely professional like the exhibit this fall, and sometimes they are designed to include students
and community members.” The way that projects and pieces
are created are decided on multiple things, Carolyn explained
it as, “This process is facilitated by Maine arts commission.
The tall chairs in Abromson is an example. In the last few years
we have changed from artists in residence making a collection
work to a temporary project in the community.”
The Maine State Art Commission has a committee who decides the budget for the public art projects as well as who will
be the next AIR and whether or not they will be from in state or
out of state, Eyler said. The committee meets to discuss a new
art project each time a new building is created either in Portland or Gorham, she added The art can be either temporary or
permanent. After these decisions are made, the committee will
accept applications from artists and bring people in to pitch
their ideas.

Berkeley Elias / Lead Photographer
The most recent public art project was done by Portland artist Muhsana Ali. She created a spiral design with small glass
paintings combined together with colored cement and sand.

Since 1986, there have been 20 on campus public artworks
each done by a different artist, creating a range in artwork and
representation. Students also have the chance to become involved with the art creating process.
“Students are directly involved with the artist through a flexible course specially designed by the AIR,” the USM Art De-

“The Artist-in-Residence is
expected to create a project that
will engage with the campus and
greater community.”

- Carolyn Eyler
Director of Exhibitions and Programs

Carolyn Eyler, Director of Exhibitions and Programs and
For more information about the public art projects and the
USM, said that there are no current AIR projects for students
past
and current AIR you can visit the USM Art Department
to get involved with. When asked about how students can get
involved with projects, she stated that “The professional artist web page at: usm.maine.edu/art/artist-residence-program
residency projects vary in terms of participation with students,
they always engage with them through class visits, etc but

e
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“On the Verge” opens at Creative Portland

New exhibit showcases over a dozen local young artists
Alyson Peabody
Staff Writer
Over twenty local artists have been selected
for Creative Portland’s third juried art exhibition, “On the Verge,” on display from Oct. 25
to mid-April, 2019.
The group art show represents established
and emerging artists in their 20s from Greater
Portland, featuring paintings, photography,
prints, drawings and mixed-media work. All
artwork will be for sale and the exhibit will
be open to the public for a six-month period.

paintings, representational scenes and explicit
photographs.
The artists whose work is currently on display at Creative Portland’s newest exhibit
include Salazar (Biddeford), Alicia Ethridge
(Cape Elizabeth), Laurie Fisher (Cape Elizabeth), Jenny La Macchia Campbell (Cape
Elizabeth), Diane Dahlke (Cumberland Center), Tabitha Barnard (Portland), Andy Bustin
(Portland), Will Byers (Portland), Karolyn
Greenstreet (Portland), Larry Hayden (Portland), Megan Jones (Portland), Lin Lisberger
(Portland), Larinda Meade (Portland), Steven

“I was thinking about how we are all on the verge at
this moment, politically and emotionally. That is something people are uncomfortable with.”

- Jamie Wing
Westbrook Artist

Executive Director Dinah Minot assembled
a volunteer curatorial team of professionals,
recruiting curators from arts organizations
including: Kate Anker from Running With
Scissors, Jamie DeSimone from the Portland
Museum of Art, artist Cooper Dragonette,
artist Michel Droge, Danielle Frye from the
Dorothea & Leo Rabkin Foundation, Jen McDermott from the USM Photography Department and John Ripton from Union of Maine
Visual Arts Gallery.
Going along with the theme of “On the
Verge” as the subject for the open call, Minot
and the curatorial team asked artists throughout Greater Portland to interpret and address
the theme in their own way. They got responses from over 100 artists with at least 225 submissions with images ranging from abstract

Walsh (Portland), Elijah River (Portland),
Erin McGee Ferrell (Falmouth), Jamie Wing
(Westbrook) and Catherine Callahan (South
Portland).
The theme of “On the Verge” can be interpreted in a multitude of unique ways. At the
opening of the exhibit on Oct. 23, the gallery
was teeming with energy and discussion between the public and the exhibiting artists.
Portland artist and USM Art Department
studio technician, Stephen Walsh, created a
mixed media piece on illustration board titled,
Soundscape. When asked about the inspiration for the artwork, Walsh replied, “I would
never call myself a musician, but I love music.
I listen to a lot of experimental stuff that has a
slow build-up. This piece is much the same.
It’s a map of forms floating through space. If

Dionne Smith / Director of Photography
Hello, Friend - a painting by Elijah River, an artist from Portland, who was featureed in
Creative Portland’s new exhibit “On the Verge.”

you stay in that space, it unfolds for you.”
Another take of what it means to be “On the
Verge” was approached by Erin McGee Ferrell from Falmouth.
“I have been a traditional oil painter for
30 years,” Ferrell said about her three paintings, Petri Dish. Ferrell has been exploring
new materials and how biology, art, light and
sound can interact with each other. “It’s almost
like being on the verge of a whole new area
of exploration of science, materials and technology,” Ferrell said. “Through this medium
you can influence how people understand biology.”
Biddeford artist who goes by the name,
Salazar, created a painting titled Along the
Mighty Saco River.
“Resurgam is Latin for ‘I shall rise again,’”
Salazar said. “I did this painting in 2017.
There were about four or five of them based
on the mills in Biddeford and Saco. Mills are
trying to come back.” When asked if Salazar
had hope in the return of the industry, he responded: “I have hope in the people that might
make it happen.”
Westbrook artist, Jaime Wing, approached
the theme with a plate lithograph print of a
stark white body suspended in darkness titled
Floating. When asked about their inspira-

tion, Wing responded, “I was thinking about
how we are all on the verge at this moment,
politically and emotionally. That is something
people are uncomfortable with.”
“On the Verge” replaces the Creative Portland’s second juried exhibition, “(Almost)
Black & White” that was displayed from April
2018 to Oct. 2018. As Portland’s official nonprofit arts agency founded in 2010, Creative
Portland’s mission is to support the creative
economy through the arts by providing resources, fostering partnerships and by marketing the city’s artistic talents and cultural
assets. They also established the First Friday
Art Walk in 2000 that has become a cultural
and artistic hub for people to visit galleries,
museums, and buy artwork from local venders
in Portland’s Art District on the first Friday of
every month.
The next First Friday Art Walk will be on
Friday Nov. 2 where the public can access the
Creative Portland Art Gallery from 6 p.m. to
7 p.m.
Creative Portland is located at 84 Free
Street, directly across from the back entrance
of Maine College of Art and is open Monday
through Friday from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
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Halloween has returned
An old face returns and so has the horror
Cody Curtis
Staff Writer
All Hallow’s Eve is only two days away. This begs the
question, what movie should you see to fill your soul with
as much dread and fun as possible? David Gordon Green,
Danny McBride and Jamie Lee Curtis have come together to
answer this very question. The Halloween franchise, which
started in 1978, has released its next installment and it may
very well be the best film since the first.
Forty years ago deranged serial killer Michael Myers
slaughtered many of Laurie Strode’s (Jamie Lee Curtis)
friends and family, leaving her as one of the only survivors.
Since that time, Strode has been preparing her family for the
time when Michael Myers will eventually return to finish
what he started and on, Oct. 31st, 2018 he does and the battle
between Strode and Myers begins once more.
What is amazing about Halloween (2018) is just how
respectful it is to the original. From performances to tone,
this is one of the best homages to a previous film there is.
In this film during scenes of quiet houses or people walking through the streets, you hear the sound of an ominous
breathing in the background. The kind that sends a shiver
down your spine and makes you realize that when you believed you were being observed, you were correct.
Michael Myers is known as one of the most iconic horror
killers/monsters in history. The reason for this is his presence. As it was 40 years ago, Michael Myers can and will
not be ignored. When he is on screen you are frightened and
want to see what he does next. Every beat, every second that
passes by you wonder, not only how Michael Myers will
eventually reach Laurie Strode and enact his savagery, but
also who he will brutalize along the way.
With the return of one of horror’s legends, also comes the
brutal imagery. Halloween (2018) is definitely not for the
faint of heart. If the idea of a man getting his head turned into
hamburger looking mush, or a man having his head turned
into a Jack-O-Lantern makes your stomach queasy, you may
want to let this particular picture pass you by. However this
is certainly a film made for fans of terror and the Halloween
franchise, specifically.
The amount of easter eggs and call backs to films within
this blood dried franchise is enough to fill up its own article.
However, references and homages will only make it so far
in any film production. What would be a powerful draw is to
have an incredible and strong female lead. Luckily this piece
of cinema excels at this task.
Jamie Lee Curtis returning as Laurie Strode and brilliantly
brings a sense of growth to the character. Not only is Strode
still recovering from the events of 1978, but she is agoraphobic, she does not like to be in situations which make her
or her loved one’s scared or uncomfortable. Strode has been
preparing for the return of Myers, while at the same time

A&C
Listings

Tuesday, October 30

Feminist Perspectives on Trauma
IDAC Lunch & Learn Series with
Director of Women & Gender Studies,
Professor Rose Cleary
Wishcamper 102, Portland Campus
12 p.m. - 1:30 p.m.
Free

Tuesday, October 30
LGBTQ+ Recovery Halloween Party
Recovery Oriented Campus Center
4:15 - 5:15 p.m.
Free

Thursday, November 1
Exhibit opening of “Stately Cartography:
50 Maps of 50 States
Osher Map Library & Smith Center for
Cartographic Education
5 - 7 p.m.
Free

Friday, November 2
Piano Extravaganza
USM students of Laura Kargul present
a public concert of piano performance
First Parish Church Portland
8 p.m.
Free
Photo courtesy of Wikipedia

preparing her family for the dangers that lie ahead. This has
caused her to be ostracized from the rest of her family. Curtis not only manages to give Laurie an incredible sense of
vulnerability, but at the same time brings incredible strength
to her as well.
The reason why so many elements work in this film is
because of director David Gordon Green’s love of the franchise and his sense of the characters. The screenplay written by Green and Mcbride, does contain many cliches found
in most conventional slasher horror films. One example is
characters making overtly stupid decisions, which leads to
getting killed. While this is a cliche and definitely overused,
it is still fun to watch. This screenplay perfectly allows for
Michael Myers to be terrifying and allows for the strength of
Laurie Strode to shine through.
Halloween (2018) is back to provide the fun and suspence
we need this terrifying time of year. If you are a fan of horror, iconic monsters, or a really in depth look of post traumatic stress, then this is the film is most certainly for you.

Saturday, November 3
Samuel Chipman Senior Trumpet Recital
Corthell Concert Hall, Gorham Campus
5 p.m.
Free

Saturday, November 3

University Concert Band,
Jackie Townsend, Coordinator
McCormack Performing Arts Center,
41 Morrill Ave, Gorham, 2 p.m.
$8 for adults, $5 for students, seniors, USM
employees and alumni

Want to submit an event?
arts@usmfreepress.org

USM Community Page
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A few eerie Maine legends perfect for this Halloween season
Asha Tompkins
Community Editor
As October comes to an end,
we await the day of costumes,
candy and terror—in that order.
Trick-or-treaters may be collecting goodies, but little do they
know their feet may be treading
on haunted ground. At least, that’s
what legend would say.
In 1831, a man named William
Willis published a 900-page history of Portland. In it, he wrote
that three men had been executed.
Willis wrote that the first man,
Goodwin, threw someone into
Casco Bay. The public doubted
his guilt, and he was eventually
executed on Nov. 12, 1772. Willis
mentioned that it was the largest
crowd ever assembled at an execution.
The second man was a pirate
named Thomas Bird who docked
in Cape Elizabeth after killing a
captain. His international crime
was brought to district court, then
he was hanged on Bramhall’s Hill,
where Back Cove and Stroudwater roads cross.
In 1808, Ebenezer Parker,
Portland’s deputy sheriff, was in
search of a man named Quinby,
who was in debt. In order to escape, Quinby hid in his friend Joseph Drew’s blacksmith shop. The
sheriff entered the shop in hopes
of finding Quinby, but the blacksmith bashed the sheriff overhead
with a club. Drew was hanged on
Munjoy Hill after the cop passed
away later that same week due to

the injury.
The next story took place in
1813.
The U.S. was at war with the
United Kingdom and most of
the country’s ships were being
taken over. Not many boats were
built, except for one named Dash.
Originally built as a merchant’s
ship, but quickly turned into a
hermaphrodite ship (a ship where
they place an abundance of real
and fake guns guns on board in the
enemy’s view) after a war began.
‘“Dash was now the speediest
vessel afloat in the Province of
Maine. No British vessel could
catch her,” Miriam Thomas wrote
in “Come Hell or High Water,’”
according to MaineToday.com.
The ship had one of the best
captains aboard, John Porter. One
day, Porter docked after capturing three British ships and saw a
woman sitting on a wooden keg
on Union Wharf in Portland. He
fell in love with her, and they were
married. The woman, Lois Cushing, loved him too.
“John, John,” Lois called,
“Don’t go. Wait, wait,” Thomas
wrote.
Porter didn’t wait. It’s superstition that it’s bad luck for a wife
to watch a ship leave harbor, but
Cushing watched anyway. They
clearly loved each other.
“She put her hand under her
heart. She has not told John that
she was carrying his child…
Weeks dragged on end and Dash
did not come back. Had she been
captured by an English man-ofwar or privateer? Of course not,
Dash was unbeatable. She could

Photo courtesy of University of Southern Maine
The belfry tower atop Robie-Andrews Hall, a dormitory on the Gorham campus, is spot where a student in the
early 1900’s was rumored to have dired, coming back to haunt the fourth floor of the building.

outsail any craft. Maybe her bottom had become fouled and thus
slowed her speed, but no, John
was too good a captain for that,”
Thomas wrote.
After months and months went
by, Cushing happened to walk
to Union Wharf and saw a silent
Dash floating into harbor. But, just
as quickly and silently as it came
in, it made its way back out of the
harbor. She shrieked, screamed
and cried for her husband to come
back.

“A captain living of Bailey Is- found.
land who’d just lost his son said
There are many stories that inhe saw the ship come in, then volve hauntings. For example,the
turn and leave silently too,” wrote “haunting husky” of Acton,
Heather Steeves from MaineTo- Maine, who wanders the shores
day. “So the legend goes, ‘In Cas- of Loon Pond and is missing a
co Bay in the State of Maine, a fourth leg.
crew less, phantom hermaphrodite
Then there’s Newfield’s Old
brig winds her way from island to Straw House is named after Gideisland. Have you seen her? If you on Straw. It’s said to be haunted
have, you had an ancestor lost on by his daughter, Hannah.
Dash.”’
According to legend, her faThe 60 men aboard the Dash
and the ship itself were never See GHOST on page 14
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ther buried her underneath the kitchen
floorboards after she died at the age of
30. People who inhabited the house
over the years claim they’ve come
across Hannah’s ghost. It was said that
in the 1960s, her image appeared regularly in a window, there were footsteps in the halls and lights turned on
and off when the house was empty.
Another story from Manchester,
Maine, still troubles the locals.
The legend does not mention a year,
but a road was being built in Manchester because the town was expanding.
Apparently a large rock was hindering
the workers from continuing construction. One of the workers attempted
tirelessly to remove the rock, he
thought of countless methods to do so.
But it wouldn’t budge. Eventually, he
gave up and announced that it would
be impossible.
“He swore that he would sell his
soul to the devil if the rock could be
moved,” onlyinyourstate.com wrote.
The following day, the worker had
vanished and the rock was moved out
of the way. Construction could continue. Perhaps he went on permanent
vacation after using so much brain
power to move the rock. This might
have been the case, if it weren’t for the
two distinct markings left on the rock.
One marking was in the clear shape
of a cloven hoof, the other was the
shape of two human feet merged together. The locals say that the impressions were made by the devil himself,
which gives the rock it’s infamous
name, “the Devil’s footprint,” proof
that the construction worker had really
sold his soul in order to move the rock.
To this day, the rock can be found
embedded in the wall of a cemetery in

“I’ve heard several accounts from students,
mostly second-hand, about odd but harmless incidents. Things falling off the wall,
doors closing and opening on their own,
sounds of tapping where it shouldn’t be
and cold spots in the building.”
-Laura Fellows

Former Free Press Staff Writer

North Manchester.
For some students, this last story
might literally hit close to home. It’s
about the entities in the Robie-Andrews dormitory on the Gorham campus, comprising of two key events.
The first sad event was when a
pregnant girl who’s rumored name is
Sarah. She hanged herself in the attic
of Robie-Andrews after her boyfriend
left her. This took place in the early
1900s, when the building was a part
of the all-women’s Gorham Normal
school.
In her article written for the Free
Press about Robie-Andrews, Laura
Fellows explained that a man named
Peter Davis wrote an article in 1978
in which he combined many versions
of the story into one tale: a female student in the early 1900s was seen as a
loner who was extremely homesick.
She would climb the Robie-Andrews
belfry tower and gaze in the direction
of her home, calling to her parents.

One night, after suffering from a long
bout of depression and illness, she
used her scarf and hung herself from
a ceiling beam.
“I’ve heard several accounts from
students, mostly second-hand, about
odd but harmless incidents,” wrote
Fellows. “Things falling off the
wall, doors closing and opening on
their own, sounds of tapping where
it shouldn’t be and cold spots in the
building.”
No one knows if these strange occurrences are true, as they can only
be proven by word of mouth, but the
rumors say that it’s because of RobieAndrews is haunted by the girl named
Sarah.
So be sure to keep these stories in
mind while consuming that candy this
Halloween. It may be easy to remember the tales, but it’s just as hard to
decide whether or not they’re myths.

Community
Halloween
Events

■■ Tuesday, October 30

Longfellow’s “Haunted
House” Adult Tour (21+)
Wadsworth-Longfellow House,
489 Congress St., Portland
6 - 7:30 p.m.
$20

■■ Tuesday, October 30

Halloween Silent Film Nosferatu
with live organ accompaniment
Merrill Auditorium,
20 Myrtle St., Portland
7:30 - 9 p.m.
$20 general admission, Seniors $18,
Students $15, kids 12 & under free

■■ Wednesday, October 31

A Halloween Makers Mix
Mechanics’ Hall Library/Ballroom
519 Congress St. 2nd Floor
6 - 9 p.m.
$5 suggested donation

■■ Wednesday, October 31
Trunk-or-Treat 2018
The Rock Church of
Greater Portland
6 - 8 p.m.
Free

■■ Wednesday, October 31
Trick or Treat at the Museum
Brick Store Museum, Kennebunk
4 - 6 p.m.
Free for anyone in costume

■■ Wednesday, October 31

POE: Tales of Fear & Suspense
with local actor Kirk Simpson
Clay Hill Farm, 220 Clay Hill Rd.
Cape Neddick, Maine
6 p.m.
$20 plus cost of dinner
Contact number: (207) 361-2272

Want us to include your event?
community@usmfreepress.org
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Letter to the Editor

Dear President Cummings,
Leah Kravette
Graduate Research Assistant,
UMaine Center on Aging
My name is Leah Kravette, and I am
an alumni of USM. You may remember
me from the work I did with Student for
#USMFutures. I remember you being empathetic, encouraging, and open to our
goals of making USM a safer place for
students of color, LGBTQ+ students, students from immigrant families, and others
who were experiencing discrimination on
campus. While we didn’t always agree on
methods, I believed that you truly wanted
USM to be a welcoming place where students could focus on their educations, rather than on concerns about their safety.
With that context, I am honestly horri-

fied at the response that you and your administration have had to Dr. Susan Feiner’s
pop-up course. I have observed the administration becoming more and more conservative in your approach towards activist
students, which has been disheartening,
and this move to not only ban Dr. Feiner
from teaching at any University but to engage with extremely partisan media messaging about the reasons for doing so is sad
to me, and quite honestly scary.
I am currently working towards my Master’s Degree in Social Work at the University of Maine, Orono, and live close by in
a majority - Republican town. I understand
that as a queer, Jewish person in an interfaith relationship with very, very liberal
politics, I feel differently about things than
many of my neighbors and possibly many
of my future clients, whom I will serve

Letter to the Editor

Sodexo is valuable to
USM’s community
Adam Tuchinsky
Dean, College of Arts,
Humanities, and Social Sciences

I am writing in regard to the Oct. 1 Free
Press cover story, which focused upon student dissatisfaction with Sodexo. While I
am sure that Sodexo General Manager Tadd
Stone is always looking to improve service
and quality, as he concedes in the article, I
would like to say a few words about what
a valuable partner Sodexo and its campus
staff have been under Stone’s leadership.
Sodexo is a committed sponsor of School
of Music events and helps execute our annual Gala. Stone and his staff have done
incredible work in connection with Student Life, our Student Body President, the
UMS Office of Procurement and our tireless
Chair of Sociology, Professor Cheryl Laz to
launch the Campus Kitchen Project, which
retrieves and then prepares excess food before it spoils for the Portland Boys and Girls
Club. Stone has made space for them in our
campus kitchen and staff help, when pos-

sible, guiding their work.
In the spring semester 2018, Stone and
Sodexo served as an active community
partner to Professor Jamie Picardy in Food
Studies as she and her students surveyed
food preferences of USM students. International Students, partnering with our Dean
of Students Rodney Mondor, staff from the
Student Diversity Center and the Office of
International Programs, approached Sodexo with a request to help them celebrate
Dashain, a central Hindu family festival in
Nepal. Based upon only a YouTube video,
a Sodexo cook prepared a meal one student
pronounced as “excellent.”
These are merely only a few examples.
But what has impressed me the most about
Sodexo under Stone’s thoughtful leadership
is the way in which he and his staff carry
out their role as educators in our community. Yes they are a business, but a business
that always has its eyes upon our educational mission taking every opportunity, when
they can, to advance learning.

with dignity and respect. However, even
as I live and work in this community, and
build positive relationships with folks with
political beliefs very different from my
own, I will never stop advocating for my
own safety, and for the rights and safety of
survivors, and queer people, and people of
color. In my experience, it is possible to do
both.
All this to say that I know the media may
paint you as a partisan, liberal snowflake
if you don’t use Dr. Feiner as a scapegoat
in this political moment. But I want you
to know that there are a lot of us out here
who are working towards liberation no
matter the risk, using diverse tactics, and
as a person with a considerable degree of
personal and professional power, you have
an opportunity to stand up for what’s right.
To not do so is incredibly cowardly, espe-

cially when so many of us with so much
less power are putting so much more on
the line. We see you, President Cummings,
and while you may be gaining a political
point right now, you are aiding in a collective step towards a world where vulnerable
people, like myself and the people in my
family and community, are further marginalized.
Dr. Feiner deserves a public apology, and
for you to publicly state the facts of her
case and lift her teaching ban. I will be following this, and other discriminatory practices at USM closely, and you will certainly
hear from me again.
Thank you for your time.
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Is JUUL Cool?
Malinda Scannell
Nurse Practitioner

Many young adults are attracted to the
trendy e-cigarette called Juul. They like its
sleek black appearance and easy concealability. Many equate its look to a flash drive.
Juul is an END (electronic nicotine delivery)
device. It uses a pod-filled cartridge, which
contains nicotine liquid or “juice.” Users are
attracted to the variety of flavor options that
are available, including mint, mango, cucumber, fruit and crème.
ENDs or E-cigs are a growing market replacing traditional cigarettes. Traditional cigarettes are known to be toxic due to the burning of the tobacco leaf. The act of smoking an
e-cig is called vaping. There is no combustion. The e-liquid is heated to produce a vapor, which the user inhales. There is growing
appreciation that vaping may be less harmful
than smoking because e-cigs do not contain
tobacco.
Smoking is the leading cause of preventable death in the U.S. The smoke from burning tobacco contains over 7,000 chemicals, of
which at least 69 are known to cause cancer.
So what about vaping? Vaping is tobaccofree and may be less harmful than combustible forms of tobacco. However, it is not without risks. Across all brands, E-liquids and the
inhaled vapor contain the chemicals propylene glycol or glycerol, and flavorings. Other
carcinogenic compounds found in e-liquids
include nitrosamines, carbonyl compounds,
toxic metals, volatile organic compounds and
phenolic compounds. The adverse health effects of these compounds are still largely unknown and may vary depending on type of
e-liquid and device use.
Nicotine is the universal component of both
traditional cigarettes and e-cigs. A traditional
cigarette contains 10-15 mg of nicotine. An
e-cig pod cartridge contains the same amount
of nicotine as there is in one pack or 20 cigarettes.
What we do know is that, Nicotine is addicting. The US surgeon general (2010) concluded that nicotine is as addictive as cocaine
or heroin. Nicotine interacts with receptors to
release dopamine. Dopamine stimulates the
reward center of the brain creating an elevation in mood and apparent improvement in
cognitive function. Chronic use of nicotine
actually desensitizes the neurons that control

Trevor Brackley
dopamine, reinforcing more dependence to USM Eco-Rep
nicotine.
Early regular use of any nicotine-containWater is one of our most precious natural
ing product poses a risk to a lifelong addic- resources, and is something many of us oftion. This concern is accentuated by the rap- ten take for granted. We all rely on access
idly increasing use of e-cigs in adolescents to water daily to carry out several functions
and young adults. Nicotine’s effect on the necessary to our way of life. These tasks
developing brain can irreversibly damage the include drinking, bathing, washing, cleanreward systems in the brain. Not only mak- ing, flushing waste, preparing or growing
ing young brains more susceptible to addic- food, and more. With an ever increasing
tion but also causing reduced attention span, human population, availability of fresh,
diminished cognition and enhanced impulsiv- clean drinking water will only become
ity. These changes affect memory and motiva- more scarce. Currently, the most prevalent
tion.
methods used to provide communities with

“Vaping is tobacco-free
and may be less harmful
than combustible forms
of tobacco. However, it
is not without risks.”
- Malinda Scannell
Nurse Practitioner
Serious adverse health effects of nicotine
cause additional concern. Nicotine is harmful
to the cardiovascular system. It causes vasoconstriction of arteries that supply the heart,
increases blood pressure, elevates blood lipids and increases blood viscosity. All these
effects raise one’s risk of heart attack, and
blood clots, which can block flow of blood to
the heart, brain and other vital organs.
More long-term studies are needed to truly
evaluate the risks of e-cigarettes.
The US Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) have not approved use of e-cigs as a
cessation product. There is concern that ecigs could deter smokers from using FDA
approved smoking cessation medications that
have a proven record of safety and efficacy.
E-cigs are considered a tobacco product and
in Maine and many other states, they are
banned in areas where cigarette smoking is
also prohibited.
For help with smoking cessation, contact
University Health and Counseling Services at
207-780-5411.

fresh water are surface and groundwater
harvesting. Sebago Lake may serve as a familiar example as it supports around 15%
of Maine’s population, providing clean
fresh water to all of Greater Portland using
minimal filtration. While this is working
here, overuse of surface and groundwater
harvesting methods disrupts Earth’s natural hydrological cycle by removing water
quicker than it is replenished, contributing
to eventual water table depletion. The magnitude of this problem varies from region
to region depending on an areas surface
and groundwater supply in relation to its
communities demand for water.
One way to act on this issue while simultaneously saving on your water bill, is to
harvest rainwater. Rainwater harvesting is
simply the collection and storage of run-off
from structures or other impervious surfaces when it rains. Various civilizations have
harvested rainwater throughout time, and
for communities in hotter, drier climates it
may have been the difference between survival and death.
Despite this process dating back thousands of years, the technology has mostly
remained the same to this day. Essentially,
a rooflike surface is equipped with a catchment system to channel rainfall into a storage container through a system of gutters
and pipes. These catchment systems can
be either passive or active, and the degree
of filtration can be adjusted based on the
use of the water being harvested. Passive
catchment systems require no mechanical
methods of collecting, cleaning, and storing water, and they typically rely on the
topography of the land, using gravity, or
a difference in elevation to drive the flow
of water from the collection surface to the

storage tank. On the other hand, active
systems actively collect, clean, and store
water through the use of pumps or filters
that require electricity. Generally, these
extra components cause active systems to
be more expensive and require more maintenance. Overall, harvesting rainwater can
help to reduce your water bill, reduce or
eliminate your reliance on groundwater,
reduce flooding and soil erosion, all the
while providing water for irrigation, washing, drinking, or other purposes.

“With an ever increasing human population, availability of
fresh, clean drinking
water will only become more scarce...
One way to act on
this issue while simultaneously saving
on your water bill, is
to harvest rainwater.”
- Trevor Brackley
USM Eco-Rep
Excitingly, a small group of USM faculty
and students are preparing to participate
in the 2018 US EPA Campus RainWorks
Challenge. The RainWorks challenge is a
green infrastructure design competition in
which colleges and universities compete
for funds to support project ideas with the
effort of demonstrating the environmental, economic, and social benefits of green
infrastructure practices. The project here
will focus on designing a plan to establish
a rainwater harvesting system on the USM
Gorham campus. Stay tuned for updates on
the project!
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Thinking about dropping out of college?

Exploring the ‘why’ behind a common saying among students
Cooper-John Trapp
Staff Writer
If you haven’t thought of dropping out by
this point in the semester, congratulations.
You are doing something right.
For the rest of us, the struggle is real. We
say the words, but what is this feeling of
wanting to drop out?
It may be a bad day, or the hopelessness
of life as your chemistry grade keeps dropping like the precipitant in that lab you never
understood. Or, you feel lost. It’s your first
semester in school, outside from home, with
no expectations of the life you should live.
Away from the expectations force-fed to you
for years by school, parents and peers clamoring for the rat race of Hollywood fantasies,
the point of going to college seems to lose a
lot of its purpose.
College feels overwhelming. It often feels
like you are alone, completely on your own.
No matter what people say about having your
RA, friends, and teachers, inside it’s just you
and your emotions.
For perhaps the first time in your whole
life you have choice. And, the ability to question those choices. Why am I here at college? What is this feeling (be it disillusionment, fear, or apathy) that I so struggle to pin
down? Hands thrown up in the air, you look
towards a quick end game.
Here are some reasons you might encounter that “I’m just done” feeling:
Expectations - Who is the voice in your
head? Typically, it can be the memory of
your parents, telling you day after day you
must go to college to be anything. You feel a
clutch of shame; you want their approval. So
here we are.
Lack of control - The American educa-

tion system institutionally disempowers and
strips control from teenagers until graduation. Eight weeks later, we ship off to this
foreign world of college. Most of us have
never had enough chance to fail and learn in
a safe environment, or to even make any of
their own decisions, and have to now do it all
on our own. Facing tasks outside reasonable
comprehension, we fear the fall from grace.
Making the decision to drop out comes as a
necessary stabilization, from a need for autonomy.
Inner conflict - People know what they
want, deep in their subconscious but often
feel those wants are unacceptable or dangerous. Facing this disconnect in a setting (college) with clear expectations (i.e, go to class
and do homework), we experience ‘counterwill’ – what psychiatrist and best-selling
author Gabor Mate calls, “an automatic
resistance put up by a human being with
an incompletely developed sense of self, a
reflexive and unthinking opposition to the
will of the other. It is a natural but immature
resistance arising from the fear of being controlled.”
For those of us with even a hint of authority issues (thanks, Dad), this mismatch
and unspoken yoke triggers the counterwill
response. Apathy, a state of low energy and
motivation (or, on the other hand, active resistance) is triggered to protect us. If college
is the face of the threat, dropping out is the
logical conclusion.
So, given all that, what do you do if you
feel like dropping out? Dr. Trapp has a prescription for your well-being.
First, identify what is bothering you. Is it
grades, loneliness, confusion, or something
else?
Then, dig deeper. What does that mean?

What is really going on? For example, grades
don’t mean you are inherently stupid. They
are a symptom. Is it because you have little
time to focus because of a toxic relationship?
Do you carry internalized need for perfection from past conditional relationships with
loved ones?
Finally, ponder what you really want, and
how to get it.
I am not probably supposed to say this, but
dropping out may in fact be what you need.
Three years ago, right around this time, I was
in my first semester at UNH. Facing inner
turmoil and disillusionment, I dropped out.

Five months of traveling and a year of working later, I pulled up to unpack behind Upton-Hastings, fresh start round two. It was the
best choice I could have made and would not
have gotten here now had I stayed in school.
Whatever course of action you do take,
please – don’t make any rash decisions, and
spend that time inside yourself to identify
what is really truly going on. Despite the
advice from so many well-meaning friends,
only you know what you need at the of the
day. And take it from me: if you leave school,
you can come back. I promise.
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Crossword

The solution to last
issue’s crossword

Sudoku
Level of difficulty: Hard
The object of a
sudoku is to fill
in the remaining
squares so that
every row, every
column, and
every 3 × 3 box
contains each
of the numbers
from 1 to 9
exactly once.

Word Search
Theme: Halloween

Cryptogram
Every letter in a
cryptogram stands for
another letter. Use the
hint to crack the code.

Search for the list of words in the grid of letters.
Grab a pen and circle each word as you find them.

boo
creepy
demon
fear
ghost
goblin
grim
halloween
haunt
horrify
monster
nightmare
petrify
scary
spooky
treat
trick
witch

IJSB ZIL UWYZYEJ BLUNSCSB TWS YBZSBESNV CTO, OL VLD ZJYBG ZJSV’NN ODGS
YZ LDZ?
And here is your hint:
Z=T

Horoscopes

Aries (March 21 - April 19)

Leo (July 23 - August 22)

Sagittarius (November 22 - December 21)

Taurus (April 20 - May 20)

Virgo (August 23 - September 22)

Capricorn (December 22 - January 19)

Relationship and achievement needs seem at
odds today. Keep a balance between love and
work and remember you’re not superhuman.
You feel more vulnerable to the opinions of
others. Avoid critical people and seek out
those who will admire and praise you.

Whether you decide to make a change at work, or
keep things as they are, be sure to weigh your options carefully.
An opportunity for advancement lies before you.
Grasp it before the window closes!

Life feels serious, earnest, “heavy.” You are taking
on too much. Release some responsibilities; share
the load.

Your “million and one” tasks feel overwhelming. Taking life one thing at a time will keep you relaxed and
more effective.

Gemini (May 21 - June 20)

Libra (September 23 - October 22)

Aquarius (January 20 - February 18)

Cancer (June 21 - July 22)

Scorpio (October 23 - November 21)

Pisces (February 19 - March 20)

Paying attention to the details gives you perspective on needed repairs at home or work.

Creativity and originality are highlighted. You
can find new solutions and arrive at answers
others could not see.

A major project begins today. Don’t feel overwhelmed; you will do a marvelous job!

You may feel torn today between going your own
way at work versus seeking some input from others.
Find a middle ground.

You may shock people a bit with what you say.
Asserting your freedom of thought is especially
important. Originality is highlighted.

If the practical and visionary are not blended, you
could feel frustrated all day. Instead, take that first
step toward your dream.

Sports
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Friday 11/2

Friday 11/2

Saturday 11/3

Saturday 11/3

Men’s Ice Hockey

Women’s Ice
Hockey

Men’s Ice Hockey

Women’s Ice
Hockey
at Mass.-Boston
1:00 p.m.

at Mass.-Boston
7:00 p.m.

vs. Johnson &
Wales (RI)
4:00 p.m.

at Babson
4:00 p.m.

Maine Red Claws heading into tenth season
The Boston Celtics G-League affiliate kicks off on Nov. 2
Cullen McIntyre
Staff Writer
The Maine Red Claws are kicking off their tenth season
since inception on Nov. 2 at home against the Westchester
Knicks. The team was founded in 2009, after the NBA GLeague awarded the city of Portland, Maine with an expansion franchise.
The Red Claws weren’t affiliated officially with a team
until 2012 when they announced a hybrid affiliation with
the Boston Celtics. Since then, a large number of Mainebased Celtics fans have attended Red Claws games.
The team has had five different head coaches in their ten
seasons of existence. The first being Austin Ainge, son of

former Celtics player and current Celtics General Manager/President of Basketball Operations, Danny Ainge.
Ainge led the Red Claws to a fourth and fifth place finish
in the Eastern Conference, and was then hired as the Director of Player Personnel for the Celtics.
Following Ainge, the Red Claws spent one season under
Head Coach Dave Leitao, current Head Coach of the Depaul University men’s basketball team. In his only season,
the Red Claws went 21-29 and finished sixth in the Eastern Conference. Leitao left his position to be the assistant
coach for the University of Missouri’s men’s basketball
team.
Mike Taylor was the next Head Coach for the Red
Claws, coaching the team from 2012 to 2014. Taylor
brought success to the Claws, finishing third and fourth.

Photo Courtesy of Rich Obrey/NBAE/Getty Images
The Maine Red Claws will begin their tenth season this year on Nov. 2 against the Westchester Knicks.

Following that season, Taylor left to coach Poland’s national basketball team.
The Claws most successful spell was under Canadian
Head Coach Scott Morrison, current Assistant Coach
of the Boston Celtics. In his three seasons coaching the
Maine team they won the Atlantic Division every season,
finishing first each year. In his final season, Morrison was
named NBA D-League (now G-League) Coach of the
Year. Morrison was named as the Celtics Assistant Coach
by current Celtics Head Coach Brad Stevens following his
successful three seasons in Maine.
Current Head Coach Brandon Bailey is going into his
second season in his role with the team, and with the team
lead by PJ Dozier and Walt Lemon Jr., the Claws will be
hoping to win their fourth Atlantic Division title in five
seasons. In their 10 seasons, the Red Claws have never
won a G-League Championship, and Bailey would be able
to make a statement by doing just that.
Many current NBA players have played for the Maine
Red Claws, such as current Celtics point guard Terry Rozier, Detroit Pistons (and former Celtics) shooting guard
Avery Bradley, and current Celtics shooting guard Marcus
Smart. Through the NBA G-League, NBA teams are able
to develop young players and let them grow into NBAquality players.
The Red Claws play their home games at the Portland
Expo. As they are affiliates of the Boston Celtics, fans get
to see up-and-coming young Celtics players along with
NBA G-League players looking to make a name for themselves to get a shot in the NBA.
The current Red Claws roster sees point guard PJ Dozier
and point guard Walt Lemon Jr. transfer from the Celtics
on two-way contracts, along with Justin Bibbs, Nick King
and Jeff Roberson from the Celtics training camp.
During their tenth season, the Red Claws have promotions during home games throughout the year. Last season, the team hosted promotions like “Star Wars Night,”
“Holiday Night,” and “Fan Appreciation Night,” as well as
games sponsored by local companies in Portland like Hot
104.7, Portland Pie Company and more.
Though the current seasons promotional schedule is yet
to be released, “Opening Night” will be on Nov. 2 during
the Claws first game.
Red Claws fans can catch a game at the Portland Expo
with ticket prices ranging from $8 to $32 per ticket. Fans
can also stream games on Facebook Live, Twitch, NBA
TV and ESPN U. Red Claws games are also occasionally
aired on NBC Sports Boston.

